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The Temma Cup Separator (TCS) is the culmination of our
technology and know-how we have built over the years in design
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and manufacturing of molding machines for paper containers. This
system provides automation of cup supply. Our technical department
will give their full support while you are setting up and introducing
the system and will continue with after-sales support.
If you are thinking about saving labor and improving eﬃciency in cup
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supply, please contact our sales representatives about our solutions.

original cup collection

The Five beneﬁts of the TCS


Laborsaving











Support

Variety

Automated supply of cups

Improving
productivity

Our technical department

TCS doesn't just work with

Reasonable
pricing

saves you a lot of labor.

Improving cup supplying

will look after your needs from

our products, but with any

The equipment itself is

capacity will improve

helping with introduction and

containers you wish.

priced very reasonably

overall productivity.

setup of the system through

and our cups are also

after-sale service.

economical.
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PRESS



ROLL UP

LARGE CUP

SYSTEM

SYSTEM

SYSTEM

Muﬃn cup mould products
We can produce a wide variety of muﬃn cups
which are standard items in any bakery.

Tubular board mould products
This system produces large paper cups ideal
for assortments of sweets or foods.

Thin paper press mould products

Tubular composite paper mould products

Tubular mould products with center barrel

This system produces a great variety of forms,
for example tulip-shaped baking cups.

This system produces jelly and mousse
containers from composite paper.There are
also many other possible applications.

This press makes it possible to make cake
cups with a center barrel, such as for making
chiﬀon cakes.

Thin paper multi-press mould products
This system produces many cups with one press
which saves cost, like glassine cups.

Tubular press mould prducts
This system makes all sizes, from small cups all
the way up to large sizes.

This system produces cups that are composite,
for example PET and paper, meaning that we
can produce even more functional containers.



FLEXIBLE
FORMING SYSTEM



ROLLING

STACKING FORMING
SYSTEM

SYSTEM

Large ﬂexible mould products

Spiral mould products

This ﬂexible system makes it possible to create
any shapes by using our proprietary moulding
system.

Stacking SD mould products

This produces cylindrical or conical forms paper
for the cercle or centers when making cornets.

This produces tapered trays for stacking using, a
variety of materials in a variety of shapes and sizes.

Small ﬂexible mould products



Multifunctional stacking mould products

This mould produces small, cute shapes that are
perfect for mascot style items.

We can produce any shape you need for any
function or application you can think of.

● Use our products to promote your fast food

● Double cartons for set
packages

● A rich variety and
widening applications

Our stacking cartons find
many applications as trays for
takeaway purpose.

We have the ability to make a
variety of shapes and sizes.
Choose the right shape for your
application such as lunch boxes.

Package individual sweet
containers in our paper trays. We
will propose the best shape to
suit your design and distribution
method.

Shallow tubular mould products
This makes it possible to make shallow and
wide cups from cardboard or ﬂuteboard.

We go beyond in our technical know-how
Composite paper press mould products
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Board press mould products
This system produces shallow, strong paper
trays such as paper plates and food containers.



The double carton type for
hamburgers can be formed into
a variety of shapes to attract the
eye of your customers.

● Japanese style doublefolding cartons

● A new way to package
fresh fruit and vegetables

If you are making Japanese style sweets
with nature in mind, please try our paper
containers. They will bring out the seasonality
of your products.

These trays are made from paper that is
much stronger than ordinary paper which
protects the contents. Depending on the
design on the paper, they can also serve as
an eﬀective advertisement.

We, TEMMA have been successfully developing many products which
were difficult to produce by exisiting mechanical equipments by
designing and building our own new moulds and forming machines.
We continue to turn our creative ideas into unique, high-quality
products by maximizing our technical know-how we have acquired
over many years.

A variety of designs for banquet lunches and
other meals. Paper will help your cooking
stand out and create an atmosphere.

Aluminum foil press mould products
We can produce a wide variety of shapes by
utilizing the characteristic of aluminum foil.





